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Abstract— Dynamic environments are challenging for visual
SLAM since the moving objects occlude the static environment
features and lead to wrong camera motion estimation. In
this paper, we present a novel dense RGB-D SLAM solution
that simultaneously accomplishes the dynamic/static segmenta-
tion and camera ego-motion estimation as well as the static
background reconstructions. Our novelty is using optical flow
residuals to highlight the dynamic semantics in the RGB-
D point clouds and provide more accurate and efficient dy-
namic/static segmentation for camera tracking and background
reconstruction. The dense reconstruction results on public
datasets and real dynamic scenes indicate that the proposed
approach achieved accurate and efficient performances in both
dynamic and static environments compared to state-of-the-art
approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) method
for a robot is to acquire the information from the unknown
environment, build up the map and locate the robot itself
on that map. Dynamic environment is a big problem for
the real scene implementation of SLAM in both robotics
and computer vision research fields. The reason is that most
of the existed SLAM approaches and Visual Odometry(VO)
solutions guarantee their robustness and efficiencies based
on the static environment assumption. When the dynamic
obstacles occur or the observed environment changes, these
methods cannot extract enough reliable static visual features,
so as to insufficient feature associations, which lead to the
motion estimation failures between different camera poses.
To deal with the dynamic environments, one straight-
forward idea for visual SLAM is to extract the dynamic
components from the input data and filter them as excep-
tions to apply the existed robust static SLAM frameworks.
Recently, the fast development of deep learning-based image
segmentation and object detection methods have gained
greatly in both efficiency and accuracy. Many researchers try
to handle the dynamic environments via involving semantic
labeling or object detection pre-processing to remove the
potential dynamic objects. These methods have shown very
effective results in particular scenes dealing with particular
dynamic objects. However, their robustness may drop down
when unknown dynamic objects turn up. Considering more
generalized dynamic features, flow approaches are explored
to describe all kinds of dynamic objects, e.g., the scene flow
in 3D point clouds and the optical flow in 2D images. The
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flow approaches are to estimate the pixel motions between
the given image pair or point clouds data. These methods
are sensitive to slight motions and have advantages when
tracking the moving non-rigid surfaces. Nevertheless, flow
methods need complex penalty setting and suffered from the
unclear segmentation boundaries.
In this paper, to get rid of the pre-known dynamic object
hypothesis, we deal with the dynamic SLAM problem via
flow based dynamic/static segmentation. Different from the
existed methods, we provide an novel optical flow residu-
als based dynamic segmentation and dense fusion RGB-D
SLAM scheme. Through improving the dynamic factor influ-
ence, in our approach, the dynamic segments are efficiently
extracted in current RGB-D frame, the static environments
are then accurately reconstructed. Moreover, demonstrations
on the real challenging humanoid robot SLAM scenes indi-
cate that the proposed approach outperforms the other state-
of-the-art dynamic SLAM solutions.
II. RELATED WORKS
Saputra et al. summary the dynamic SLAM methods by
the year of 2017 in [1]. Most of these approaches are
dedicated to specialized scenes. For human living environ-
ments, benefit from the economic RGB-D sensors and the
computational power improvement from economical graph-
ics processing units(GPU), the dense RGB-D fusion based
approaches, e.g., KinectFusion [2] and ElasticFusion(EF)
[3], made real-time static indoor environments reconstruc-
tion come true with high robustness and accuracy. Many
researchers tried to extend these frameworks to dynamic
scenes:
The motion segmentation problem can be treated as
a semantic labeling problem. For instance, R. Martin et
al. proposed Co-Fusion(CF) in [4] and Xu et al. proposed
Mid-Fusion in [5]. CF is a real-time object segmentation
and tracking method which combined the hierarchical deep
learning based segmentation method from [6] and the static
dense reconstruction framework of EF.
Besides the semantic labeling solutions, some people
insisted to find out the dynamic point clouds as outliers
from the dense RGB-D fusion scheme. Such as J, Mariano
et al. provided a joint motion segmentation and scene flow
estimation method(JF) in [7], R. Scona et al. proposed
a static backgrounds reconstruction approach in StaticFu-
sion(SF) [8].
In addition, with the help of deep learning based object
detection approaches, some works deal with the dynamic
environment problem by involving object detection pre-
processing and remove the potential dynamic objects, then
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Fig. 1: The proposed FlowFusion framework: Input two continuous RGB-D frames A and B, the RGB images are first fed into PWC-net
for optical flow (yellow arrows) estimation. Meanwhile, the intensity and depth pairs of A and B are fed to robust camera ego-motion
estimator to initialize the camera motion ξ (introduced in Section III-A). We then warp the frame A to A’ with ξ and obtain the projected
2D scene flow (Section III-B), then apply it to dynamic segmentation. After several iterations(Section III-C, the green arrows), the static
backgrounds are achieved for reconstruction.
reconstruct the environments via static SLAM frameworks.
e.g., Zhang et al. proposed the human object detection and
background reconstruction method PoseFusion(PF) [9]; C.
Yu et al. in [10] applied SegNet [11] to detect and remove
foreground humans and then estimate the camera motions
with ORB-SLAM2 [12] framework.
More than that, some researchers tried to define the
environment dynamic properties as a semantic concept and
solve it with SLAM tools. The environment rigidity is firstly
defined as a semantics instead of the particular object classi-
fication in [13]. In which, the environment rigidity refers to
the static background point clouds set, which is stationary,
as opposed to the moving objects. Then, in [14], Lv et
al. proposed a deep learning based 3D scene flow estimation
approach, which combines two deep learning networks: the
optical flow approach from [15], and another net for static
background rigidity learning.
III. OPTICAL FLOW BASED JOINT DYNAMIC
SEGMENTATION AND DENSE FUSION
This Section describes how does the proposed VO keep
its robustness in dynamic environments. The flowchart of the
proposed approach is shown in Fig.1. Our approach takes
two RGB-D Frames A and B as input, the RGB images are
fed into PWC to estimate the optical flow(yellow arrows).
Meanwhile, the intensity and depth pairs of A and B are
fed to the robust camera ego-motion estimator to estimate
an initial camera motion ξ (introduced in Section III-A). We
then warp frame A to A’ with ξ and obtain the projected
2D scene flow(in Section III-B) for dynamic segmentation.
After several iterations(Section III-C, the green arrows), the
static backgrounds are achieved for the following environ-
ment reconstruction. As the proposed method applied optical
flow residuals for dynamic segmentation, we name it as
FlowFusion (FF).
A. Visual Odometry in Dense RGB-D Fusion
Following the RGB-D fusion frameworks [3] and [7],
our VO front-end is formulated as an optimizing problem
of the color(photometric) and depth(geometric) alignment
errors. Given RGB-D camera frames A and B, If we denote
intensity image as I, depth image as D, IA ∈R2 and DA ∈R2
are the intensity and depth images on the 2D image plane
of camera frame A. The 3D Point Clouds Data(PCD) can
be generated from (IA,DA) via pinhole camera model. We
first over segment the PCD of A into N clusters V =
ΣNi=1Vi according to supervoxel clustering [16] and obtain
the adjacency graph G {V ,Ei j} (similar to JF and SF, for
efficiency, we use intensity distance instead of RGB distance
for clustering). As each cluster Vi is composed of similar
point clouds, we treat each cluster as a rigid body. Then,
we define ξ ∈ se(3) as the initial rigid motion guess of the
that frame. Assume that the robot starts to move in a static
environment, ξ can be solved from the formulated energy
function considering photometric and depth residuals:
ξ = arg minξ{
N
∑
p=1
[C(αIwpI r
p
I (ξ ))+C(w
p
Dr
p
D(ξ ))]} (1)
in which, αI is a scale factor to make the intensity item
be comparable to the depth term. The wD and wI pre-weight
the depth and intensity terms according to their measurement
noise. The photometric residuals rI can be computed as:
rpI (ξ ) = IB(W (x
p,ξ ))− IA(xp) (2)
and the geometric residuals rD are obtained from the Depth
measurements.
rpD(ξ ) = DB(W (x
p,ξ ))−|T (ξ )pi−1(xp,DA(xp))|D (3)
the transformation is denoted as T (ξ ) ∈ SE(3), which is the
transformation of ξ ∈ se(3), it is composed by the camera
rotation and translation between the A and B frames. In
addition, the W stands for an image warping operation:
W (x,ξ ) = pi(T (ξ )pi−1(x,DA(x))) (4)
in which, the xp stands for the pixel coordinates on the 2D
image of p. | · |D indicates the depth value on the depth image.
We denote pi as the projecting from a world coordinate point
to camera plane, and we denote the extrinsic parameters as
T (ξ ).
pi : R3→ R2 : (5)
the function of pi is depending on the sensors types (such as
pinhole camera, stereo camera, and laser scanners). In this
Fig. 2: The projected 2D scene flow in image planes. xp is an
object point project pixel in frame A and xq is the same 3D point
(belong to the moving object) on frame B. The red arrow indicates
the scene flow, which is the world space motion, the blue arrows
are the optical flows xo fA−>B, the green arrows are the projected 2D
scene flows xs f on image planes, the yellow vectors are the ego
flows xe resulted from camera ego-motions.
paper, we deal with RGB-D PCD, thus it is a pinhole camera
model here.
Finally, the function of C(r) is a robust penalty to balance
the optimization computation’s robustness and convergence.
For RGB-D visual odometry, refers to [7], [8], the Cauchy
robust penalty is usually adopted since it’s more robust than
L1/L2 norms:
C(r) =
c2
2
log(1+(
r
c
)2) (6)
in which, the c is the inflection point of F(r), which can
be tuned according to the residual levels. Equation 1 is
high nonlinear, we solve it via coarse-to-fine scheme using
the iterative re-weighted least-square solver provided by
[17]. This VO estimator works well in static environments
but loses its robustness in dynamic cases. The reason is
that, in Eq.1, the depth and intensity residuals contribute to
the VO estimator based on the environment’s rigid motion
hypothesis. To deal with the dynamic objects, we define the
optical flow residuals which directly indicates the non-rigid
environment motions.
B. Optical Flow Residual Estimated by Projecting the Scene
Flow
Theoretically, we can distinguish a cluster Vi is dynamic or
static via ξ . As (IA,DA) are warped using ξ then we compute
the average residuals of each cluster, the real backgrounds
do not move, their pixel clusters move along with the camera
motion ξ , thus their residuals are low. The dynamic clusters
which move along with the dynamic objects should contain
high residuals since their motions don’t coincide with the
camera motion ξ . Therefore, the dynamic clusters can be
extracted by setting the thresholds for high and low rI ,rD
residuals. However, in the real cases, the intensity and depth
residuals are not good metrics, the reasons are:
• The depth and intensity images are obtained from dif-
ferent lens, they cannot be registered perfectly since the
time delay.
• The depth measurement is discrete on the boundary
regions, which results in wrong alignment.
• The depth measurement errors grow along with the
range.
To deal with these problems, we want to find a concept
that directly indicate the pixel or point clouds’ dynamic level.
The Scene flow method is to estimate the moving 3D points,
but it cannot be obtained directly (e.g., in JF, the scene flows
were obtained after several VO estimation iterations). On
the other hand, optical flows which can be easily obtained
from image pairs are often applied to describe the moving
objects captured by static cameras. Therefore, to get rid of
the camera ego-motions, inspired by [14], we involve the
concept of optical flow residual, which is defined as projected
2D scene flow, to highlight the pixel’s dynamic property.
Specifically, to estimate the optical flow between time t
and t+1:
δxo ft→t+1 = pi (Tt+1(xt +δxt→t+1,D(xt +δxt→t+1))
−pi (Tt(xt ,D(xt)))
(7)
See Figure 2, xp is an pixel of an object point in frame
A and xq is the same object point seen in frame B. The
red arrow indicates the scene flow, which is a 3D motion in
world space. The blue arrows are the optical flows xo f , the
green arrows are the projected 2D scene flows xs f on image
planes, the yellow vectors are the camera ego-motion flows
xe.
The optical flows are defined as the pixel motions on the
image coordinates, as shown in Figure 3 (b), in which, the
colors indicate flow direction and the intensity indicate the
pixel displacement. In the real scene of (a), the robot was
moving leftwards and the human was moving rightwards.
Thus the blue flows were resulted from camera ego-motion.
We define such kind of flow as the camera ego flow δxe,
which means the observed optical flow was purely resulted
from camera motion (without moving objects). If we sub-
tract the ego flows from the optical flows, the scene flow
components on the image plane can be obtained, as shown
in (c) and (d).
For one 2D pixel x of frame A, given the camera motion
ξ ∈ se(3), the camera ego-motion flow can be computed as:
δxeA→B =W (x,ξ )−x (8)
The projected scene flow on the image plane can be
computed as:
δxs fA→B = δx
o f
A→B−δxeA→B (9)
For the static pixels, Equation 9 is close to zero, since
its optical flow comes from the camera motions. For the
dynamic pixels, the 2D scene flows are non-zero, and their
absolute values grow along with the moving speed. There-
fore, we define the flow residual rF(xp) as its corresponding
δxs fA→B. As the dense optical flow computation is time-
consuming, instead of using Equation 7, we apply a GPU
(a) Dynamic Scene (b) Optical flow (c) 2D scene flow (d) Iteration 7
Fig. 3: Iteratively estimate the 2D scene flows in a dynamic scene. (a) is the scene, in which the robot was moving leftwards and the
human was moving rightwards. (b) is the optical flow estimated from the image pair of (a). The colors indicate flow direction, the intensity
indicates the pixel displacement. The blue flows resulted from camera ego-motion. We subtract the ego flows from the optical flows, and
obtain the scene flow components on the image plane as shown in (c). Iteratively remove the scene flows and ego flows in (b), the better
2D scene flow results can be achieved as (d) after 7 iterations.
speed-up dense optical flow estimation method PWC-net
[15].
C. Dynamic Clusters Segmentation
By now, we have projected the frame A using the VO ξ ,
we have defined three residuals, rI ,rD and rF , relative to the
intensity, depth and optical flow, respectively. We proposed
to distinguish a cluster is static or not according to its average
residuals. This will be done in two procedures. Firstly, we
compute a metric to combine these three residuals, secondly,
we compose a minimizing function to qualify the dynamic
level of clusters.
To combine the residuals, an average residual δi of the
cluster i is defined as:
δi = ΣSin=1(αIr
n
I + r
n
D/Di+αFr
n
F) (10)
in which Si is cluster size, Di is the cluster’s average depth,
αF and αI control the flow and intensity weights. For each
cluster, we compute its dynamic level bi ∈ [0,1] bi= 0 means
cluster i is definitely belong to static segments.
Then we formulate the energy function of clusters b:
E(b) = Eδ (b)+EG(b) (11)
in which, Eδ (b) stands for the relationship between bi and
the threshold. Let’s set top and bottom average residuals as
θt ,θb, then,
Eδ (b) = ΣNn=1w(δi)(bi−g(δi))2 (12)
respect to the assignment function:
g(δi) =
 0 δi < θb(δi−θb)/(θt −θb) θb ≤ δi ≤ θt1 δi > θt (13)
To increase the contribution of high residual parts, the
weight wδ is defined as:
w(δi) =
√(
δi−θb
θt −θb
)2
+1 (14)
Refer to SF [8], to enhance the connectivity of adja-
cent clusters and push the similar clusters to the same
dynamic/static segments, we form EG:
EG(b) =
N
∑
i=1
N
∑
j=i+1
Gi j (bi−b j)2 (15)
TABLE I: Experimental Parameters List
TUM αF 0.022
TUM αI 0.9
TUM Max Iteration 8
HRPSlam αF 0.018
HRPSlam αI 0.88
HRPSlam Max Iteration 8
with the supervoxel adjacency graph: G {V ,Ei j}. Gi j = 0 if
Ei j = 0, otherwise Gi j = 1.
As EG(b) is convex, since it is designed with all squared
items. Thus the Equation 11 could be solved respect to
b. Once obtaining b, we then modify the Equation 1 to
considering the dynamic-static segmentation:
ξ = arg minξ{
M
∑
p=1
(1−bi(p))[C(αIwpI rpI (ξ ))+C(wpDrpD(ξ ))]}
(16)
in which, bi(p) is the dynamic score of cluster i which
contains the pixel xp. M is the size of static pixels. We can
solve this Equation 16 with the solved b using the iteratively
re-weighted least-square solver provided by [18], [17].
IV. DYNAMIC SLAM EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
To evaluate the proposed FlowFusion dynamic segmenta-
tion and dense reconstruction approach, we compare the VO
and mapping results of FF to state-of-the-art dynamic SLAM
methods SF, JF and PF in the public TUM [19] and HRPSlam
[20] datasets. The former provides widely accepted SLAM
evaluation metrics: Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) and
Relative Pose Error (RPE). To compute the ATE of one
trajectory, firstly align it to the ground truth using the least-
square method, and then directly compares the distances
between the estimated positions and the ground truth at
the same timestamps. The RPE is the relative pose error
at timestamp over a time interval. Our experiments are
TABLE II: Trans. ATE RMSE (m)
Sequence JF SF FF PF
fr1/xyz 0.051 0.017 0.020 0.020
fr1/desk2 0.15 0.051 0.034 0.023
fr3/walk xyz 0.51 0.21 0.12 0.041
fr3/walking static 0.35 0.037 0.028 0.072
HRPSlam2.1 0.51 0.25 0.23 0.21
HRPSlam2.4 0.32 0.44 0.49 0.47
HRPSlam2.6 0.21 0.18 0.11 0.15
Fig. 4: Comparison Experiments on TUM f r3/walking xyz sequence. The dynamic segmentation performances of JF, SF, PF and the
proposed FF approaches are compared. The blue parts are static in JF and SF. The red Parts are static in PF and FF. The first row is
input RGB frames, the other rows are the dynamic/static segmentation results of each method and the last column show the background
reconstructions(except JF, which didn’t provide reconstruction function). See Tab.II and Tab.III for the comparison results.
(a) JF ATE (b) PF ATE (c) SF ATE (d) FF ATE
(e) JF RPE (f) PF RPE (g) SF RPE (h) FF RPE
Fig. 5: ATE and RPE of TUM fr3/walking xyz dynamic sequence. The object detection based PF achieved the smallest trajectory errors.
The proposed FF performs better than the other model-free dynamic SLAM solutions. About the ATE RMSE, PF achieves 4.1 cm while
FF gets 12 cm. For the RPE RMSE, PF achieves 13 cm/s while FF get 21 cm/s.
implemented on a desktop that has Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-
1620 v4 @ 3.50 GHz × 8, 64 GiB System memory and dual
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs. The experimental setting of
FF is given in Tab.I. We set the image pyramid levels as 4,
each level at max 2 iterations, thus, the total iteration times
limitation is 8. For the comparison experiments, we adopt
their default parameters.
We first evaluate the proposed dynamic segmentation
method on TUM RGB-D dynamic sequence fr3/walking xyz,
which contains 827 RGB-D images, including two moving
humans and slightly object motions (e.g., the chairs are
slightly moved by the people). See Figure 4, which indicates
the dynamic segmentation performances of JF, SF, PF and
FF. The first row is input RGB frames, the other rows are
the dynamic/static segments of each method, the last col-
umn shows the background reconstruction results(except JF,
since their open source version didn’t provide reconstruction
function). See Tab.II and Tab.III for the comparison results.
Fig. 6: FlowFusion Experimental Result on HRPSlam 2.1 sequence. The yellow parts are the estimated dynamic objects. In this sequence,
an HRP-4 humanoid robot mount one RGB-D sensor firstly moved to his left and then turned rightwards. These datasets contaion
abundant fast rotation motions and shaking, which make difficulties to obtain optical flow residual. The feet parts are segmented to the
static background, since during the walking phase, the supporting feet on the ground are easily treated as static objects. Although the
sweeping feet are moving fast and hold significant optical flow residuals, they are too close to the rigid grounds. Thus they are easily
segmented to the the static background due to the graph connectivity.
In which, in the static sequences f r1/xyz and f r1/desk2,
the VO performances of these four methods are similar,
because SF, PF and FF are all basing on EF framework.
EF is dedicated to static(or slightly dynamic) local areas
reconstruction, thus in static sequences, these three methods
are all converge to EF’s performance.
In the highly dynamic sequences, these four methods show
different pros and cons. Our previous work PF achieves
very small errors in the scenes which only contain human
objects. Depending on the deep learning based detection
method, PF detect both dynamic and static human objects
with clear segment boundaries(see the fourth row in Fig.4).
However, the drawback is that PF always tends to seg-
ments the PCDs attached to the humans into foreground
segments, see the wrong segmentation on table and chairs
areas close to the humans objects. Furthermore, as PF’s
object detection front-end OpenPose [21] doesn’t work well
if the input image has no head, PF dropped its performances
in HRPSlam sequences(Because in HRPSlam datasets, the
camera was mounted on a 151 cm high humanoid robot, who
cannot smooth inspect human faces). JF and SF detect the
moving objects by jointly minimize the intensity and depth
energy function, but these energy functions lack of items
with dynamic property, which leads to wrong dynamic/static
segmentation in the 2nd and 3rd rows of Fig.4. As the
proposed FF involved the optical flow residuals which greatly
indicate the pixel’s moving status, FF achieved dynamic
object extraction in frame 4 and 606 and reduced the wrong
TABLE III: Trans. RPE RMSE (m/s)
Sequence JF SF FF PF
fr1/xyz 0.021 0.012 0.023 0.019
fr1/desk2 0.084 0.041 0.038 0.031
fr3/walk xyz 0.68 0.29 0.21 0.13
fr3/walking static 0.18 0.097 0.030 0.072
HRPSlam2.1 0.35 0.32 0.28 0.31
HRPSlam2.4 0.31 0.63 0.59 0.41
HRPSlam2.6 0.12 0.11 0.060 0.10
static background segmentation as shown in frame 184, 506
and 606.
Images in Fig.5 plot the ATE and RPE of the
fr3/walking xyz sequence. In which, PF achieved the small-
est trajectory errors. Amongst the module-free dynamic
SLAM methods, the proposed FF outperforms the others. PF
achieved very small trajectory errors, root-mean-square-error
(rmse) 4.1 cm, while FF gets 12 cm.
These results indicate that the proposed optical flow resid-
uals based static/dynamic semantic segmentation method
achieved efficient dynamic foreground PCDs extraction per-
formances in RGB-D benchmarks. Similar to PF, FF per-
forms as similar as EF in the static scenes. The advantage of
FF is not relying on object modules. FF can extract different
kinds of moving objects, while PF can only detect human
objects. The disadvantage of FF (same to the other model-
free methods, e.g., SF, JF) is non-sensitive to slight motions,
neither very fast motions, such as robot falling down. As
shown in Figure 6, since very fast motions usually result in
wrong optical flow estimations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we provided a novel dense RGB-D SLAM
algorithm that jointly figures out the dynamic segments and
reconstructs the static environments. The newly provided
dynamic segmentation and dense fusion formulation applied
the advanced dense optical flow estimator, which enhanced
the dynamic segmentation performance in both accuracy
and efficiency. The demonstrations on both online datasets
and real robotics application scenes showed competitive
performances in both static and dynamic environments.
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